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ABSTRACT

DRAM technology faces density and power challenges to increase capacity because of limitations of physical cell design. To overcome these limitations, system designers are exploring alternative solutions that combine DRAM and emerging NVRAM technologies. Previous work on heterogeneous memories focuses, mainly, on two system designs: PCache, a hierarchical, inclusive memory system, and HRank, a flat, non-inclusive memory system. We demonstrate that neither of these designs can universally achieve high performance and energy efficiency across a suite of HPC workloads. In this work, we investigate the impact of a number of multi-level memory designs on the performance, power, and energy consumption of applications. To achieve this goal and overcome the limited number of available tools to study heterogeneous memories, we created HMsim, an infrastructure that enables n-level, heterogeneous memory studies by leveraging existing memory simulators. We, then, propose HpMC, a new memory controller design that combines the best aspects of existing management policies to improve performance and energy. Our energy-aware memory management system dynamically switches between PCache and HRank based on the temporal locality of applications. Our results show that HpMC reduces energy consumption from 13% to 45% compared to PCache and HRank, while providing the same bandwidth and higher capacity than a conventional DRAM system.

CCS Concepts

• Hardware → Emerging architectures; Platform power issues; Memory and dense storage; • Software and its engineering → Main memory;
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1. INTRODUCTION

While memory bandwidth has increased over the years, new challenges have emerged as system designers attempt to increase DRAM capacity to meet the demand of applications within a reasonable power budget. With large-scale, in-memory data analytics now driving the demand for memory capacity, bandwidth, and latency, traditional DRAM technologies are insufficient because of high static power consumption, limited capacitor downsizing and limited bandwidth scaling from single-level designs [23].

Earlier research to overcome DRAM’s power limitations [4, 13, 17, 18, 27] proposed heterogeneous memory systems that combine DRAM, for performance, with non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) memory, for power-conscious capacity scaling. NVRAM technologies include phase change memory (PCM) [25] and STT-RAM [2]. These heterogeneous designs include new memory management policies to improve performance and reduce energy consumption, using two fundamental memory organizations (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Heterogeneous main memory organizations: (a) PCache, a hierarchical, inclusive system, and (b) HRank, a flat, exclusive system.

Figure 1(a) shows a hierarchical, inclusive system. The first level of main memory, 1LM, is used as a cache for the second level, 2LM. This is similar to existing cache hierar-
chies in current systems but for main memory. The 1LM memory is not visible to the operating system (OS) and is managed by the memory controller (MC). Memory management policies for this design [10, 17] treat 1LM as an associative cache and use LRU replacement to migrate pages.

In this paper, we refer to these class of policies as PCache or Page Cache for main memory. Note that PCache is different from the page cache term used in kernel file systems referring to a memory cache to store recent data from disk.

Figure 1(b) shows a flat, exclusive system. In this design, 1LM and 2LM are exclusive physical memory spaces. The OS manages both memory spaces while the MC supervises page migrations between them. Several policies to migrate pages in this flat design have appeared recently [18, 27]. These policies use the following principles: (1) Place performance-critical pages in 1LM and non-performance-critical pages in 2LM, to achieve a combination of overall high performance and low power dissipation; (2) Rank pages based on history of the number of references and access recency. (3) Periodically migrate pages between 1LM and 2LM based on their ranking history. In this paper, we refer to this type of policies as HRank or Historical Ranking.

Although these two memory policies have exhibited promising results, we show that neither policy sustains high performance and, at the same time, low energy consumption across a range of high-performance computing (HPC) workloads. Table 1 shows the memory bandwidth and energy consumption of two HPC applications using these policies (we describe these experiments in Section 4). For pF3D, PCache is better than HRank from an energy consumption point of view. However, for LULESH, HRank is better because it provides almost the same performance as PCache while using less energy. As we will demonstrate later, the performance and energy characteristics of these policies are application dependent. For example, when data reuse is low, PCache may result in excessive data migrations, while HRank can save energy by delaying such migrations and directly accessing the 2LM. These observations motivate our investigation toward more effective management policies of heterogeneous memory systems.

Table 1: Performance and energy of pF3D and LULESH under two memory policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pF3D</td>
<td>PCache</td>
<td>7.43 GB/sec</td>
<td>167.6 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HRank</td>
<td>11.49 GB/sec</td>
<td>218.0 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>PCache</td>
<td>7.91 GB/sec</td>
<td>192.6 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HRank</td>
<td>7.99 GB/sec</td>
<td>157.3 J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We faced two significant challenges in this work. First, the number of tools available to study multi-level memories is insufficient to analyze and compare memory management policies for application simulations. And, second, the limited guidance and insights into the impact of heterogeneous memories on the performance, power, and energy consumption of applications.

In the first part of this paper, we present a trace-based simulator called HMsim to simulate multi-level, heterogeneous memory systems. It leverages well-known simulation components: the AMD SimNow simulator\(^1\) for processor simulation and the University of Maryland’s DRAMSim [20] for the simulation of each level of memory. We execute an application on the AMD SimNow simulator to generate memory traces for each level of memory and, then, these traces are fed to different instances of DRAMSim to obtain memory performance and energy characteristics. For the second memory level, we re-architected DRAMSim to simulate an emerging PCM memory.

In the second part of the paper, we propose HpMC (Hybrid Policies Memory Controller), a new memory controller design that selectively employs the PCache and HRank policies to deliver better performance and lower energy consumption. HpMC implements a policy switching engine and several new components that extend a single-level MC to facilitate switching policies and migrating pages between 1LM and 2LM. In addition, HpMC implements an energy-aware scheme that periodically analyzes temporal locality based on reuse distance and uses the result as a guide to switch between PCache and HRank for energy optimization. HpMC is a co-designed hardware-software mechanism that manages memory at a page granularity. In the HMsim system, HpMC is implemented in the AMD SimNow simulator to interface the two memory levels simulated by DRAMSim.

We use pF3D and LULESH, two HPC applications of interest to the U.S. Department of Energy, to understand how PCache and HRank impact performance and energy. We also analyze the spatial and temporal locality of numerous, diverse memory access patterns collected from the CORAL benchmarks\(^2\) and Imbench [11]. These experiments guide the design of HpMC, our energy-aware memory controller. HpMC reduces energy consumption from 13% to 45% on our suite of applications compared to well-known two-level management policies, while providing almost the same bandwidth and larger capacity than a DRAM-only system.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

- A heterogeneous memory simulator designed to analyze memory performance and energy in a two-level memory system. It couples fast processor simulation with detailed memory simulation. We validate this infrastructure against two real compute systems.
- A memory controller design to enable switching between memory policies to deliver high performance and energy efficiency. Our empirical findings suggest that no single policy delivers the best performance and energy consumption for a range of HPC workloads.
- A new energy-aware scheme that dynamically switches between memory management policies to optimize for energy-efficiency based on the temporal locality of applications.
- Temporal locality of applications is an effective metric to guide a two-level memory management system for performance and energy considerations.

2. HPMC DESIGN

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the major components of our hybrid policies memory controller, HpMC. HpMC is designed to process read and write requests from the last-level cache (LLC) and route requests to specific memory

\(^1\)http://developer.amd.com/tools-and-sdks/cpu-development/simnow-simulator/

\(^2\)https://asc.llnl.gov/CORAL-benchmarks/
layers according to the active management policy. HpMC implements the PCache and HRank baseline policies and a Policy Switching Engine (PSE) to switch between them. PSE manages frames and notifies the OS when physical pages are migrated between the two memories. We begin describing the main implementation details of HRank and PCache. Later in this section, we describe new components that facilitate dynamic switching between these two.

![Figure 2: HpMC design.](image)

### 2.1 Heterogeneous Memories Policies

#### 2.1.1 PCache

PCache manages memory in a hierarchical, inclusive memory system. Our implementation, which is based on that of Qureshi et al. [17], uses DRAM as a cache for PCM. The OS manages the PCM space while the MC manages the DRAM without OS involvement. The DRAM is implemented as an associative cache with an LRU replacement policy. On a DRAM miss, the PCM frame that contains the cache line is fetched into DRAM. The MC uses an inclusion bit to indicate whether a frame holds a copy in PCM and eight bits to track dirty sub-blocks of a frame. PCache adopts a lazy write-back strategy to reduce PCM write operations. With this strategy, when a frame is evicted from DRAM, the write-back operation only happens when the inclusion bit is set to zero or some dirty bit is set to one. PCache leverages a Remap/Migration Table in the MC to track the mapping between PCM frame IDs and DRAM frame IDs. When a memory request arrives, the MC checks the Remap/Migration Table to see if the requested frame is cached in DRAM. It also supports the line-level writes technique, where the MC only writes dirty sub-blocks back to PCM to reduce traffic.

#### 2.1.2 HRank

Our HRank implementation manages a flat, exclusive memory system based on hot-cold frames [27, 18]. Unlike previous work that tracks recent and adjacent accesses with a multiple-queue (MQ) ranking system [28], we rank frames according to their number of references. The policy selects the top-N hottest frames from the ranking list every 10 ms epoch and moves them to DRAM, while keeping the other frames in PCM. It maintains hot and cold lists to track hot and cold frames. HRank compares the new and previous ranking results (in the hot and cold lists) to determine if migrations to DRAM are necessary. If no frames are moved, the MC uses the old hot and cold lists for the new epoch. Otherwise, it schedules the migration of frames in the Migration Engine queue. The HRank algorithm is simple but effective. It simplifies the design of the memory controller because it only ranks and migrates frames every 10 ms. In contrast, MQ-based algorithms update the entire MQ ranking system possibly migrating pages on every memory reference. With HRank, the MC periodically updates the migration history in the OS’ Remap/Migration Table to keep the system consistent.

### 2.2 Policy Switching Engine

HRank and PCache are fundamentally different: PCache is an inclusive system, while HRank is an exclusive system. When the PSE switches from one policy to another, it must ensure that the OS is aware and consistent with changes from inclusive to exclusive and vice versa. When these changes occur, the goal of the memory controller is to reduce data (frame) migrations as much as possible. Several steps are performed to switch from PCache to HRank. The general idea is to keep the data residing in DRAM in DRAM and mark the associated frames in PCM free. 1) The PSE interrupts the CPU and notifies the OS to update the page table entries (PTEs). 2) The OS replaces the old PCM frame IDs with new DRAM frame IDs in PTEs and flushes the corresponding TLB entries according to the Remap/Migration Table. 3) The PSE frees the PCM frames stored in the Remap/Migration Table, because HRank does not maintain duplicates in the PCM space. 4) The PSE cleans up the information in the Remap/Migration Table and begins to track the migration history. Similarly, the following steps are taken to switch from HRank to PCache. 1) The PSE notifies the Migration Engine to cancel any scheduled migrations and cleans up the Remap/Migration Table. 2) To restore the inclusion property the PSE checks the hot list for DRAM frame IDs and allocates unused frames in the PCM to restore the <DRAM, PCM> mapping in the Remap/Migration Table. If PCM does not have enough unused space to restore the inclusion property, the PSE must vacate the least frequently used PCM frames. The PSE then moves the vacated frames to a removal list. 3) The PSE notifies the OS to replace old DRAM frames with new PCM frames in the PTEs based on the new Remap/Migration Table. When the PSE sends the removal list information to the OS, the OS invalidates the corresponding PTEs in the page table, flushes TLB entries, and programs the DMA engine to write dirty frames to a system-reserved buffer in the PCM memory to avoid spilling to storage. Thus, switching policies does not trigger accesses to secondary storage avoiding significant performance penalties.

### 2.3 Remapping / Migration Table

The Remapping/Migration Table is used in both PCache and HRank. Each entry in the table has two columns to record frame IDs and several bits. In PCache policy, the two columns track the mapping between DRAM frame IDs and PCM frame IDs. In HRank, the two columns track the migration history. The first column records the source frame IDs and the second column records the destination frame IDs. The MC periodically updates the migration history in the OS to keep the system consistent. Each entry has an inclusion bit and 8 dirty bits used in the PCache policy as described before. In addition, we leverage the idea from Ramos et. al. [18] that uses two additional bits in the Remapping/Migration table for the communica-
2.4 Migration Engine

The Migration engine uses a queue to record the scheduled migrations. It processes migrations sequentially. In each migration, it reads the source frame into a buffer and sets the Migrating bit to 1. Once the Migrating bit is set, it writes the content of the buffer to the new destination and resets the Migrating bit when the migration finishes. When a memory request arrives, it checks the Migrating bit to see if the frame is undergoing transfer. During the migration, if the memory request is a READ, it reads the data from the source frame; if the request is a WRITE, the Migration Engine cancels the migration, finishes the write operation, and inserts the migration in to the queue again. The MC uses a counter to monitor the frequency of the cancellation. If cancellation were to occur too often, the MC halts the migration engine and resumes it in the next epoch.

2.5 Energy-aware Controller

The Energy-aware Controller (EaC) periodically uses a locality engine to track the reuse distance distribution among memory references and calculate a degree of temporal locality denoted as $M_t$, which we define in Section 4. The locality engine uses 16 64-bit counters to track the distribution and estimate $M_t$. Each counter $i$ stores the number of memory references with reuse distance between $2^i$ to $2^{i+1}$. EaC switches between PCache and HRank policies to optimize energy based on $M_t$. We shall demonstrate later that the energy consumption of both policies has a strong correlation to $M_t$. Reuse distance analysis is a favorable tool for predicting locality and performance. However, prior research has shown that reuse distance analysis incurs a high performance penalty in cache systems. We argue that the overhead of reuse distance in main memory is negligible and feasible for online estimation for the following two reasons: 1) The traffic in main memory is 40-100× smaller than in the cache system. Thus, the estimation overhead can be drastically reduced. 2) Several stochastic models have been proposed to approximate the reuse distance online with small computation cost. Shen et al. proposed a small hardware analysis device with a stochastic model that maps cheaper time distance to a more expensive reuse distance with a 1% prediction error and negligible computing overhead (3-8 µs).

2.6 Storage Overhead

A key challenge for enabling high-performance heterogeneous memories is to design a cost-effective metadata system (e.g., Remapping/Migration table) at a fine granularity. Table 2 shows the storage overhead incurred by the HpMC on a heterogeneous memory system with 1 GB DRAM + 8 GB PCM capacity. HRank needs 9 MB in total to maintain the hot, cold and ranking lists. Because PCache only uses the Remapping/Migration table for page migration without any additional components, PCache is set to 0 in Table 2 to avoid counting the Remapping/Migration Table space twice. In addition, each entry in the Remapping/Migration table requires 55 bits for storing tags (22×2 bits, 2 column frame IDs, 1 inclusion bit, 8 dirty bits, 1 migrating bit, 1 replacing bit) and 256 K entries. The total size of the Remapping/Migration table is 1.72 MB. The total queue size of the Migration Engine is 1.5 MB (44 bits for source and destination frame IDs × 256k queue size). Lastly, the locality engine needs 128 bytes (16 counters × 64 bits) to track the reuse distance distribution in our implementation. The total storage overhead for a typical 1 GB DRAM + 8 GB PCM two-level memory is 12.23 MB. For fast access, we assume that the storage in all the components in the MC is made of SRAM. The choice of SRAM is a simplification for our study. Recent work proposes new designs using die-stacked DRAM to improve metadata systems performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Storage overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRank</td>
<td>9 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCache</td>
<td>0 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remap/Migration Table</td>
<td>1.72 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Engine</td>
<td>1.5 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locality Engine</td>
<td>128 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>16 counters * 64 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Size: 12.23 MB
Table 3: PSE switching percentage over the complete execution of a benchmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNS.STENCIL</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>UMTmk</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM.BW</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM.LAT</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>AMGmk</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pF3D</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: PCM and DRAM Characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>PCM</th>
<th>DRAM</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>READ latency</td>
<td>90 ns</td>
<td>15 ns</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE energy</td>
<td>3.56 pJ/bit</td>
<td>1.04 pJ/bit</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DRAMsim for memory simulation. Both simulators are needed because the former is a functional simulator and does not provide a memory performance model. Coupling DRAMsim with the AMD SimNow simulator allows us to obtain cycle-accurate memory simulations from the memory traces obtained by running an application on the AMD SimNow simulator. We use two instances of DRAMsim, one for DRAM and one for PCM.

We developed a heterogeneous memory controller, HMController, within the AMD SimNow simulator to simulate and manage access to a two-level memory system. The HMController consists of the controller blocks discussed in the previous section as part of the HpMC. The simulation has two steps. In the first step, HMsim uses the HMController to collect memory traces of DRAM and PCM memories based on a specific memory policy. In the second step, HMsim feeds the memory traces to DRAMsim to obtain performance and energy results.

HMsim uses two instances of DRAMsim, one to simulate the DRAM and another the PCM. For the latter, we developed a DRAMsim configuration that simulates a PCM architecture, which adopts the buffer reorganization [8] and data-comparison write (DCW) [26] techniques that improve PCM write latency and energy. In addition, we assumed that future PCM systems will support a PreSET-like mechanism [15] in which the write latency is effectively the faster RESET latency instead of the slower SET latency 3.

We summarize the performance characteristics of our PCM and DRAM systems in Table 4 and also compare the performance numbers with recent literature [12, 8]. The Ratio column shows the ratio of PCM to DRAM performance in terms of latency and energy. The Range column shows the range of the ratio based on a literature survey. Our PCM to DRAM ratios fall within those presented in the literature.

The main architectural characteristics of the simulated system are listed in Table 5. HMsim uses these characteristics to build the performance and energy models. The details of the models can be found in a Micron technical report [1]. In this work, HMsim simulates a four-core, out-of-order processor equipped with an 8 MB, 2-way instruction and data cache. Unless specified otherwise, the memory system configuration consists of a two-level, heterogeneous memory of 1 GB DRAM and 8 GB PCM. It has four DRAM channels and four PCM channels; each channel has two DIMM ranks.

Before we can use HMsim for performance evaluation, we need a mechanism to calibrate the timing system in the AMD SimNow simulator, an x86 dynamically-translating, instruction-level platform simulator. To enable fast simulation, the simulator abstracts away the timing accurate feature of the entire computer system. Although HMsim can leverage fast simulation in the AMD SimNow simulator to explore applications at scale, timing accuracy remains the major challenge. The basic timing unit of the simulator is an instruction; all instructions are assumed to execute in the same amount of time and are one clock cycle in length. This assumption may overlook the performance impact of long latency events such as cache, memory accesses, and page faults if they are not overlapped with other instructions. Fortunately, the AMD SimNow simulator provides an interface to set the IPC (number of instructions per cycle) for each application. In the next section, we discuss our IPC calibration model to improve the accuracy of the timing system and then validate the calibrated simulation against real hardware using two modern computer systems.

3.1 IPC Calibration Model

We propose an IPC calibration model to calibrate the AMD SimNow simulator timing mechanism. The goal of the model is to predict a proper IPC value for each application, so as to generate the same demand for bandwidth from the simulated LLC controller and the native systems. The model predicts the IPC of an application by using input from native execution. The input includes the native measured IPC and a set of hardware event rates \( e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n \).

We select events that are critical to system performance, including the memory controller reads and writes, L1, L2, L3 hits, floating point instructions, branch instructions, and TLB misses. All selected events can be found in most contemporary processors. Each event rate, \( e_i \), is the number of occurrences of event \( i \) divided by the number of elapsed processor cycles during the execution. We model the simulator IPC as a linear function of the native IPC and event rates:

\[
\text{Sim IPC} = (\text{Native IPC}) \times a_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i \times e_i) \tag{1}
\]
We trained the model in Equation 1 with event coefficients \( a_i, i = 0, \ldots, n \) by using multivariate regression. We first collected the IPC, event rates, and bandwidth from benchmarks as training samples from native machines. We then ran the same benchmark on the HMsim using a single-level memory, DRAM, and manually selected the AMD SimNow simulator’s IPC value that generates the same amount of bandwidth from the LLC Controller as the bandwidth collected in native machines to be the prediction target.

3.2 Validation Against Native Systems

We validate the performance and power obtained with HMsim by applying the IPC calibration model against two real computing systems. The first system is a single-socket, 8-way Intel Westmere processor with an integrated memory controller that supports 3 memory channels of DDR3 DIMM; each DIMM has 2 GB memory capacity. The second system is an 8-way Intel Haswell processor with dual-channel DDR3 memory and 8 GB capacity.

Since these existing systems have only one level of memory (DRAM), we configure HMsim as a single-level memory. DRAM system and validate it using three benchmarks: MEM.BW and MEM.LAT from lmbench and AMGmk from the CORAL benchmark suite. We compare the bandwidth, latency, and power of the simulated system with the corresponding measurements in the two real systems. We validate the memory bandwidth and latency against the Westmere machine. But since we do not have access to the power measurement infrastructure on the Westmere, we use the newer Haswell system for the memory power validation using RAPL [3]. The results are discussed below.

3.2.1 Bandwidth

We ran MEM.BW to compare the relative bandwidth changes in eight operation modes: rd, wr, cp, frd, fwr, fcp, bzero, bcopy, rdwr. We used the LIKWID tool [22] to measure memory bandwidth on the Westmere platform. The top left graph in Figure 3 shows the normalized bandwidth from HMsim and the Westmere system. The Westmere and HMsim results are normalized to their respective bandwidth obtained with MEM.BW.RD. The results show a small relative difference between real and simulated system with an average error of 6.1%.

3.2.2 Latency

We used the MEM.LAT benchmark from Imbench and varied stride sizes from 64 to 4096 to validate the latency. The top right graph in Figure 3 shows the simulated and native measured latencies. We normalized all simulated and native results to their respective stride 64 (MEM.LAT.64). In both simulation and native results, we observe that latency is reduced when the stride size increases. This is because when the MEM.LAT benchmark traverses the same amount of data, larger strides access the memory system less frequently than smaller strides and alleviate the waiting time in the transaction queue of the MC. Although the degree of degradation is slightly different, we can see that HMsim can accurately capture the trend of degradation.

3.2.3 Power

The bottom graph in Figure 3 shows the normalized power using MEM.BW, MEM.LAT, and AMGmk. Results are normalized to the power consumed by MEM.LAT stride 64. We ran AMGmk with three input sizes: 50, 100, and 200. We measured the native DRAM sizes: 50, 100, and 200. We measured the native DRAM power using RAPL on the Haswell machine. It is worth mentioning that the Haswell processor uses an FIVR (fully integrated voltage regulator) to control voltage and frequency on a per-core basis and the uncum DRAM. RAPL can read FIVR voltage directly and get power values via MSRs (model-specific registers). The Haswell architecture no longer uses the modeling approach used in earlier processor generations. DRAMSim, on the other hand, uses elapsed cycles and currents of different CAS commands to model memory power. Although the two systems use different approaches to derive power, the power values in HMsim still capture the same trend as measured in the Haswell system.

To summarize, our validation experiments show that, although HMsim does not simulate the identical cycle-by-cycle behavior to that of a native system, it remains sufficiently accurate for evaluating our HPC memory controller. In particular, we are interested in the relative performance and power tradeoffs introduced by different management policies and, as we demonstrated in this section, HMsim captures the same trends in performance and power as those in real systems.

4. PCACHE AND HRANK PERFORMANCE AND LOCALITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the effective processor bandwidth and energy consumption of the HPC using PCache and HRank. Our analysis include how spatial and temporal localities affect energy consumption of both policies and use these results to build the switching governor for the EaC to optimize energy consumption. We focus our analysis on pF3D and LULESH.

4.1 Metrics

We first define metrics to quantify performance and locality of the workloads studied in this section.

4.1.1 Effective Processor Bandwidth

The memory bandwidth we estimate from DRAM and PCM includes the migration traffic between them. From the processor’s point of view, migration traffic is off the critical path. Thus, we need to exclude migration traffic to get the effective processor bandwidth. We define the effective processor bandwidth of PCache in Equation 2.

\[
\text{Effective } BW_{\text{PCache}} = BW_{\text{DRAM}} - BW_{\text{PCM}}
\]  

(2)

\(BW_{\text{DRAM}}\) and \(BW_{\text{PCM}}\) are the bandwidth we measured from DRAM and PCM systems respectively. Because the processor only accesses the DRAM system and \(BW_{\text{DRAM}}\) includes migration traffic, the effective processor bandwidth of the PCache policy is \(BW_{\text{DRAM}}\) subtracted by \(BW_{\text{PCM}}\) (i.e. \(BW_{\text{PCM}}\) is all used for migration).

In HRank, because the processor can access both DRAM and PCM, we need to sum up the bandwidth of both memories. We also need to exclude the bandwidth due to migrations. The adjusted effective processor bandwidth of the HRank policy is defined in Equation 3. \(AD_{\text{DRAM}}\) and \(\lambda_{\text{PCM}}\) represent the total data traffic between the processor and the two memory levels and \(\lambda_{\text{Migration}}\) represents the total
migration traffic between DRAM and PCM.

\[
\text{Effective BW}_{HRank} = (BW_{DRAM} + BW_{PCM}) \times \frac{\lambda_{DRAM} + \lambda_{PCM}}{\lambda_{DRAM} + \lambda_{PCM} + \lambda_{Migration}} \tag{3}
\]

### 4.1.2 Spatial and Temporal Locality

We use metrics proposed by Weinberg et al. [24] to quantify the spatial and temporal locality of an application. The spatial locality estimates strides between pages, not cache blocks, and is defined in Equation 4. \(stride_i\) denotes the fraction of total memory accesses that are of page stride length \(i - 1\). An application that has all stride-0 references receives a score of 1; an application whose memory references have half page stride 0 and half page stride 1 is evaluated .75, and so forth.

\[
M_s = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \frac{\text{stride}_i}{i} \tag{4}
\]

In addition, we quantify the temporal locality using the metric in equation 5. The metric is based on the notion of the distance of data reuse. The reuse distance of memory references to an address A is the number of memory references between two references to A. In equation 5, \(N\) denotes the longest reuse distance we traced (\(N = 2^{16}\) in our study); \(\text{reuse}_i\) is the temporal reuse function and represents the fractions of memory references with reuse distance less than or equal to \(i\).

\[
M_t = \sum_{i=0}^{\log_2(N)-1} \frac{(\text{reuse}_{i+1} - \text{reuse}_i) \times \log_2 N - i}{\log_2 N} \tag{5}
\]

The \(M_t\) and \(M_s\) scores range between [0,1]. Higher scores mean better locality than lower scores.

### 4.2 pF3D

Figure 4 shows the pF3D DRAM and PCM bandwidth during execution using PCache and HRank policies. In PCache, the average bandwidth of the DRAM and PCM is 8.17GB/sec and 0.76GB/sec. These values include the migration traffic between the DRAM and PCM. Based on the Equation 2, the effective processor bandwidth is 7.43 GB/sec for pF3D (i.e., 8.17-0.76).

![Figure 4: pF3D DRAM and PCM bandwidth using HRank and PCache policies in the HpMC](image)

On the other hand, in HRank policy, the average bandwidth of the DRAM and PCM is 8.6GB/sec and 3.12GB/sec, respectively. The effective processor bandwidth is 11.49 GB/sec calculated using Equation 3 and data traffic in Table 6 (i.e. \((8.6 + 3.12) \times (71.92 + 19.91 + 1.53)\)). In the pF3D
4.3 LULESH

Figure 5 shows the bandwidth of LULESH using two policies. Based on equations 2 and 3 and Table 6, HRank provides 7.99GB/sec effective processor bandwidth while PCache delivers 7.91GB/sec. Both policies support almost the same effective processor bandwidth in the LULESH case. However, from an energy perspective, HRank consumes 20% less energy than PCache. When analyzing the total data traffic of the two policies in Table 6, we found that, in PCache, the processor accessed 91.81GB of data from DRAM and only 2.83GB of data are migrated from PCM due to cache misses. The results show that pF3D has a high hit rate with PCache. In contrast, the processor accessed 71.92GB of data from DRAM and 19.91GB of data from PCM when using the HRank policy. Compared to PCache, HRank causes 7.1x more data accesses in the PCM. Thus, the energy consumption of HRank is more than the PCache in the pF3D case.

4.4 Locality Analysis for Energy Optimization

Based on the above observation, we can leverage the locality properties of an application to intelligently select the policy that delivers the lowest energy consumption. The hit rate is decided by two factors: access adjacency (spatial locality) and recency (temporal locality).

To investigate the correlation of locality and energy consumption of two policies, we built a 2D ($M_s, M_t$) locality map for each benchmark listed in Table 7. Due to space limitations, we only show the results of pF3D, LULESH, AMGmk, MILCmk, Graph500 and UMTmk in Figure 6. The x-axis of each map represents $M_t$ and the y-axis represents $M_s$. A circle at position $(x,y)$ on the map represents a small period (10ms epoch) of execution in an application with $M_t = x$ and $M_s = y$ estimated from memory traces of the period. We also estimated the energy consumption of the epoch using PCache and HRank policies and chose the lowest energy policy as the winning policy. If the PCache wins in an epoch with locality scores $M_t = x$ and $M_s = y$, the map plots a green circle at position $(x,y)$ on the map. If HRank wins, the map plots a blue circle. The size of the circle is used to represent the ratio of energy consumption of the losing policy to the winning policy. The bigger the circle, the more energy is saved by the winning policy over the losing one. We analyzed diverse memory patterns from over 3,000 epochs from the aforementioned benchmarks. In Figure 6, we see PCache wins for most epochs in pF3D, MILCmk and UMTmk. Because the circles in the MILCmk and UMTmk are small, there is not much energy difference between the two policies. We also observed that blue circles dominate (i.e. HRank is better) in the LULESH case, even though some green circles are clustered on the top-right (high $M_t$, $M_s$ values).

In addition, the two rightmost charts show statistical histograms of occurrences of $M_t$ and $M_s$ values from the winning policy for all epochs, in all applications. In the $M_t$ histogram, we observe that both policies span the range from 0.1 to 1 with an irregular distribution. This result indicates that $M_t$ is not a good indicator for selecting the winning policy. This is due to the fact that spatial locality might be broken by the multi-core, out-of-order, parallel execution. In contrast, the $M_s$ histogram shows that the PCache policy prefers higher $M_t$ (greater than 0.65) while the HRank
Table 7: Our suite of applications and benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNS.STENCIL</td>
<td>Simple stencil-based code for computing the hyperbolic components</td>
<td>ExaCT Co-Design Center*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMTmk</td>
<td>Microkernel performing 3D, nonlinear, radiation transport calculation</td>
<td>CORAL Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph500</td>
<td>Scalable data generator and a BFS search kernel</td>
<td>CORAL Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>Microkernel for the MIMD Lattice Computation (MILC)</td>
<td>CORAL Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMGmk</td>
<td>Microkernel for a parallel algebraic multigrid solver for linear systems</td>
<td>CORAL Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>Proxy-app for shock hydrodynamics</td>
<td>CORAL Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pF3D</td>
<td>Kernels for simulating laser-plasma interactions</td>
<td>LLNL, NIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM.BW</td>
<td>Benchmark from lmbench to measure memory bandwidth</td>
<td>lmbench [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM.LAT</td>
<td>Benchmark from lmbench to measure memory latency</td>
<td>lmbench</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: The correlation between locality and energy consumption of HRank and PCache policies

system prefers lower $M_t$ (less than 0.65). The observation also aligns with the nature of the PCache and HRank system designs. When the $M_t$ is high, the data in a page is to be reused again soon, and the page has a higher chance to stay in DRAM without being evicted. In contrast, when $M_t$ becomes low, the reuse of a page in DRAM becomes low, and the page has a higher chance to be evicted in the PCache policy, resulting in more energy consumed by migration. In this case, HRank can reduce energy consumption by less frequent data migrations and by letting the processor access the PCM directly.

5. ENERGY-AWARE HYBRID POLICY

We now show the energy consumption of the EaC mode in the HpMC. EaC controls the dynamic switching between PCache and HRank policies. The EaC periodically checks the temporal locality, $M_t$, and decides if it needs to switch to a different policy. EaC sets the switching period to be 10ms and uses the locality engine to calculate $M_t$. Based on the $M_t$ histograms obtained from our benchmarks, we build a switching rule as follows: if $M_t \geq 0.65$, EaC switches to PCache. If $M_t < 0.65$, the EaC switches to HRank.

Figure 7 illustrates the energy consumption of PCache, HRank, and the EaC of pF3D and LULESH. The results indicate that the hybrid approach using EaC intelligently selects the low energy system over time with negligible prediction error. It improves energy consumption by 23% $(169.3 J \div 215.1 J)$ in pF3D and 20% $(155.1 J \div 192.3 J)$ in LULESH, compared with the worst case scenarios and has almost the same energy consumption in both pF3D (169.3 J vs. 167.6 J) and LULESH (155.1 J vs. 157.3 J), compared with the best case scenarios.

5.1 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the HpMC using the following policies: PCache, HRank, and EaC. We compare HpMC performance with a DRAM-only system and a PCM-only system. The DRAM system uses 64GB, single-level, 4-channel, DDR3-1333 memory. The PCM system also uses a single-level with 64GB capacity. We select 64GB for the DRAM and PCM systems as the base memory capacity be-

*http://exactcodesign.org
because this represents a common setting for state-of-art HPC systems [9]. Qureshi et al. [17] suggested that 1:32 capacity ratio of DRAM to PCM can achieve near DRAM-only performance while conserving more energy. In this study, we select a higher 1:8, DRAM to PCM ratio and use 8GB of DRAM and 64GB of PCM in the HpMC configuration. We use the benchmarks listed in Table 7 to evaluate performance and the results are illustrated in Figure 8. MEM.LAT is not shown because its results are similar to MEM.BW. We sorted the benchmarks based on DRAM system bandwidth from left to right.

The top chart in Figure 8 shows the effective processor bandwidth calculated using equations 2 and 3. We normalized the bandwidth to the DRAM system. The MEM.BW benchmark is used to measure the peak bandwidth of all settings. In MEM.BW, DRAM delivers best bandwidth performance, and PCM provides about 70% of the bandwidth of DRAM. In HpMC, the HRank mode can deliver roughly the same bandwidth as PCM while PCache delivers the least bandwidth. This is because PCache limits access only to the 8GB of DRAM and much of DRAM bandwidth is used for data migration. HRank instead allows the processor to directly access the PCM and thus provides extra bandwidth. We observe the same phenomenon in pF3D, AMGmk, Graph500 and UMTmk. In UMTmk and Graph500, we find that HRank bandwidth is even better than DRAM. This is due to more bank conflicts in DRAM.

The middle chart in Figure 8 reports the energy consumption. We normalized the energy to DRAM. In applications with low bandwidth requirements (i.e., applications in the left), PCM consumes less energy than DRAM due to less static power dissipation. When bandwidth increases (from left to right), the energy ratio of PCM to DRAM also increases from 0.59 (CNS.STENCIL) to 1.92 (MEM.BW), because PCM uses more dynamic write power than DRAM. PCache and HRank conserve more energy than traditional DRAM in all cases except MEM.BW. The energy saving ranges from 13% to 45%. PCache conserves more energy than HRank in MEM.BW, pF3D, MILCmik, UMTmk and CNS.STENCIL while HRank conserves more in LULESH, AMGmk and Graph500. EaC dynamically chooses the low energy policies to optimize energy while achieving almost the same bandwidth. However, EaC may still sacrifice performance in certain workloads (e.g., MEM.BW and pF3D).

The bottom chart in Figure 8 reports the latency of all memory systems. *.1LM and *.2LM represent the DRAM and PCM latency of the HpMC using three modes. We model the latency of memory systems without taking the cost of MC migration and OS updates into consideration because they are not always on the critical path of memory accesses. In applications with low and moderate bandwidth requirements (CNS.STENCIL to AMGmk), we observe that the latency of the three HpMC modes is similar to that of the DRAM system. In applications with high bandwidth requirements (LULESH, pF3D and MEM.BW), we observe that the PCM latency in the three modes of HpMC is higher than DRAM. This is inevitable because the PCM is highly utilized. However, the latency can be hidden by the high level of concurrency in the processor.

6. RELATED WORK

Mogul et al. [13] considered combining NAND Flash and DRAM in main memory to reduce main memory power consumption. More recent works [8, 18, 27, 17] focused on using PCM to partially or completely replace DRAM due to its more promising performance characteristics than Flash. Because page migration is the key to energy conservation and performance for main memory systems, several works have been proposed to address this problem. Huang et al. [6] proposed an OS-controlled, power-aware virtual memory to periodically migrate pages based on reference bits. Although previous OS-based approaches can improve energy consumption, OS latency is still a major concern. Several hardware-controlled systems have been studied in the literature [4, 14]. Pandey et al. [14] used the access pattern in workloads by clustering frequently accessed pages in a small subset of the memory chips to improve locality and energy consumption. Dong et al. [4] implemented an address translation mechanism in the memory controller that can dynamically migrate data between on-package and off-package memories. These works study the performance and energy with a single heterogeneous memory organization and a single management policy. Qureshi et al. [16] proposed the Dynamic Insertion Policy (DIP), which dynamically switches between LRU and BIP (Bimodal Insertion Policy) policies based on the small working set analysis. This research is close to our work, however, the proposed policy only considers a hierarchical, inclusive system without considering the potential benefits of a flat system design enabling direct access to the 2LM. In our work we do not assume that a single policy or memory organization can meet the demands of multiple applications. Furthermore, a single policy may not provide the best performance or energy efficiency within an application because of the different computational requirements of an application’s phase. This motivates our investigation for switching policies dynamically based on the temporal locality of applications and how locality changes over time.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study different memory organizations and management policies for emerging multi-level memory systems. We evaluate the impact of several policies on the performance and energy consumption of a number of codes
of interest to the U.S. Department of Energy. To perform this evaluation we faced two challenges: a shortage of available tools to simulate the performance and power of applications in a multi-level memory system and a lack of guidelines to help application developers use multi-level memories more efficiently.

To overcome these challenges we created HMsim, a simulation infrastructure that provides detailed memory simulations and enables the study of n-level, heterogeneous memories. HMsim achieves this by decoupling the memory and processor simulation and leveraging existing cycle-accurate memory simulators. Our validation with existing architectures show that HMsim closely follows the same changes in performance and power. In this work, we configured HMsim with DRAM in the first level of memory and PCM in the second level. For the latter, we developed a model based on an existing DRAMsim model.

We proposed and evaluated HpMC, a new memory controller design that dynamically selects between two well-known, two-level memory policies to improve the energy efficiency of applications on heterogeneous memory systems. A key observation that led to the design of HpMC is that neither policy provides the best energy efficiency across a number of HPC applications. Furthermore, the choice of best policy changes as an application transitions between different code regions. We found that temporal locality of an application is a good indicator to determine, at run time, the memory management policy.

The results from our suite of HPC applications and microbenchmarks demonstrate that HpMC reduces energy consumption from 13% to 45% compared to HRank and PCache, while providing almost the same memory bandwidth and significantly higher capacity than a DRAM-only system. Our hybrid system leverages the benefits of each policy by dynamically adapting to the characteristics of applications, particularly temporal locality.
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